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Mission® Four Leg 
Bedchair

RRP £69.99

Mission® 
speciaList chair
RRP £44.99

Mission® three 
rod hoLdaLL
RRP £69.99

Mission® 110Lt 
rucksack     
RRP £39.99

Mission® 40Lt 
carryaLL

RRP £29.99

crosscast X 5000
RRP £99.99

regaL Z 2500Br
RRP £74.99

regaL X 2500Br
RRP £54.99

Delivering incredible VFM (value for money) is our  
new Mission range.Twenty new designs from  
bed chairs to rig wallets give design, function  
and reliability. Here are just a few of some of  
the sure fire best sellers for 2012.

n Big pit reel designs have never been so good and affordable. certainly 
breaking new ground on the features to price ratio is the new crosscast X.

three models; 5000, 5500 and 5000Ld offer stacks of impressive features 
including Qd drag, the hip line clip, airBail, twistbuster, a machine 
aluminium handle and a spare spool.

n the regal Bite n run 
family continues to 
grow, or shrink actually! 

2012 sees the addition of 
some mini Br’s. perfect for the 
specialist work including barbel 
a 2500 and 3000 version is 
available in the X and Z range.

n the Mission 
four leg bedchair 
folds down 
flat for easier 
transportation.

50sB seat BoX
RRP £150

n possibly offering the best 
VFM anywhere is this brilliant 
daiwa 50sB seat box. 
With an integrate levelling 
system, detachable cassette, 
drawers and recessed 
padded seat for only £150.

n the team daiwa Xr pole range is highly impressive. 
six models from the Xr1 at 11.0m to the amazing Xr5 
at 16.0m cover affordable prices from £199 to £999.

tdXr poLes
RRP fRom £199 - £999

n designed in close 
consultation with steve ringer 
the staff collection from h&h 
looks superb and performs 
even better. using gore-teX® 
and Windstopper® there is 
a choice of waterproofs and 
fleeces in two colour schemes.

Windstopper® 
soFt sheLL
RRP £230 & £240

gore-teX® Jacket
RRP £330 & £340

gore-teX® BiB n Brace 
RRP £315 & £325
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